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Thinking of you
At Electrolux we’re thinking of our customers when we
develop new consumables and accessories. Through
thousands of in-depth home observations, surveys and
focus groups all over the world we continuously strive to
understand our customers’ needs in depth within cleaning,
cooking, and washing.
We do this to be able to focus our product development
on innovations and design that really cater to consumer
needs and solve consumer problems. With every product
we make, we want to be able to say: ‘We were thinking of
you when we developed this product.’

The smart bag
that simplifies life.

electrolux s-bag®

s-bag® the standard bag!
Tired of having to remember the model of your cleaner or memorizing complicated bag
references? Today thanks to our unique s-bag® system, one bag ﬁts all – on all our latest
vacuum cleaners. All you have to remember when buying a new bag is s-bag®!
How will the s-bag® improve the
performance of your cleaner?

Why is s-bag® the best choice?

Why is it important to always use
an original s-bag®?

s-bag® optimizes the vacuum cleaners
performance and lifetime by offering real
product innovation and original manufacturer quality.

In order to make our s-bag® more resistant
and better ﬁtting in our cleaners, we have
introduced an innovative folding on the
synthetic bags.

The original s-bag® ensures that your
vacuum cleaner will always perform at its
best, thus avoiding any premature damage
to the motor and problems linked to the
guarantee.

Compared to a ﬂat synthetic bag:
• It is easier to ﬁt in the cleaner
and more ﬂexible
• It enables better dust pick up

s-bag®, probably the most sold dust bag
in the world!
For more information visit www.s-bag.com

• It has a more durable construction

s-bag® ﬁts all:
Electrolux
Z4660
AirMax: ZAM 6100…6199, 6210…6290
AirMax Green: ZAMG 6200
Bolido: Z 4500…4595
Clario: Z 1900…2095, 7510…7549
Clario 2: ZP 3505...3530
Classic Silence: ZCS 2000...2999
ErgoClassic: 4000...4043N
Ergospace: ZE 305...361, 2200…2299
Ergospace: 2253 XXL, 2254 XXL
Ergospace: 2271 XXL, 2272 XXL
Ergospace: XXL 00...300, XXL TT 11, 12, 14
ErgoSpace Green: ZEG 300, 301
Essensio: ZEO 5400…5499
Excellio: Z 5000…5295
JetMaxx: ZJG 6800
JetMaxx: ZJM 6800…6899, 68 CUP/SP
JetMaxx Green: ZJG 6800…6899
JetMaxx dust & gone: ZJM 68FD1...9, 6820KRH
Maximus: ZXM 7010…7035
Mondo Plus: Z 6200, 6201
Oxy3system: ZO 6300…6399, EL7020, 7024
Oxygen: Z 5500…5695, 5900…5995
Oxygen+: Z 7320…7399
Superpro: Z 6160
UltraOne: Z 8800…8899, Z 90
UltraOne Green: ZG 8800
UltraOne Green: UOALLFLOOR, UOANIMAL
UODELUXE, UOUOECO, UOPOWER
UOORIGINDB, UOORIGIN WR, UOGREEN
UltraSilencer: Z 3300…3395, EL 7060...7066A
UltraSilencer: ZUS 3326…3396, 3920...3990, 4061, 4065 OR/
PET/ AF
UltraSilencer: USDELUXE /61, USENERGY, USREMOTE,
USALLFLOOR, USANIMAL, USORIGIN /DB /WR /PR /TS
UltraSilencer Green: ZUSG 3000, 3900...3990, 4061, ZUSGREEN, USG30, USGREEN
Viva Control: ZV 1010…1050
Viva Quickstop: ZVQ 2100…2135

AEG
AE 4620,4622, 4640
AET 7740, 7750, 7760, 7765, 7770
AirMax: AAM 6100...6160EC, 6200ÖKO, 6216,
AAM 6217, 6320CD, 6324, 7124POW
Clario: AEC 7570...7572
Clario2: AEP 3515, 3525
Ergo Classic: AP 4040, 4041, 4042,
AP 40E, AP 40E Plus
ErgoSpace: AE 305SC, AES 340, 355,
AESG 300, 301
Essensio: AEO 5400...5499
JetMaxx: AJM 6717, 6800...6899, AJG 6700,
AJG 6800...6899, AJM 68FD1...9
Maximus: MX 7010...7035
Oxy3system: AOS 9310, 9330, 9352
Oxygen+: AO 7320, 7335, 7350
QS Elégance: AVQ 2220...2271
System Pro: P 1...999
UltraOne: AEL 8800...8899, AEL 90,
AUO 8815...8870, AG 8800,
UOALLFLOOR, UODELUXE, UOECO,
UOGREEN, UOORIGIN /WR
UltraSilencer: AUS 3930, 3931G/R, 3965/P,
AUS 3966P, 4030...4090,
AUSG 3900, 3901, AUSÖ 3000,
USALLFLOOR, USECO, USGREEN, USORIGIN DB
Viva Control: AVC 1110...1190, 1220...1230
Viva Quickstop: AVQ 2100...2141
Volta
Advantage Plus: U 5420
AirMax: U 6400…6499
Bolido: 4500…4595
Control: U4600…4660
Essensio: U 5400...5499
JetMaxx: U 6800...6899, U 68FD1...9
Maximus: U 7500...7599
Modelys: 6200…6299
Pluto: U 3610, 3620, 3625, 3626
Quickstop: U 4410…4461

Philips
City-Line: FC 8400…8499, HR 8368…8378
EasyLife: FC 8130…8139
Expression: FC 8600…8620, HR 8300…8349
Fuchsia
Gemini: FC 8200…8219
Gladiator: FC 8440, FC 8445
HomeHero: FC 8910…8919
Impact: FC 8380…8399, HR 8350…8367,
Excel Wild Lime, Impact/Plus
Jewel: FC 9050…9079
Mobilo: HR 8500…8599
Performer: FC 9150…9179
Performer Active: FC 8653, FC8656
PerformerPro: FC 9180, 9182, 9184, 9185,
FC 9186, 9187, 9190, 9192, 9194
PowerLife: FC 8454
SilentStar: FC 9300…9319
SmallStar: FC 8230…8286
Specialist: FC 9100…9149, Animal, Carpet,
Control, Hygiene, Reach&Clean
StudioPower: FC 9080...9099
Universe: FC 9000…9049
Original: FC 8021, 8022, 8023, 8027,
HR6999 Sydney

Tornado
TO 3600
AirMax: TO 6400…6453
Bolido: 1500…1750, TO 4500…4535
Calypso: TO 6300…6399, 6510…6530
Elégance: TO 6600…6630
Essensio: TO 4600…4699, 5400...5499
JetMaxx: TO 6800...6899, TO 68FD1...9
Modelys: CA 6200…6230
Perfecto: TO 7010…7035
Pluton: TO 3515, 3525
Twintech: TOT 7740, 7750
Super Pro: TO 30...50, 55
Zephir: TO 4620...4641
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s-bag® classic: The original standard bag!
s-bag® classic is a high quality paper bag which ﬁlters out more than 95% of dust and particles,
making it more effective than an ordinary paper bag. Thanks to its special folding and to its unique
patented cardboard, it’s easy to ﬁt in the cleaner. The closing system makes the removal of the bag
clean and hygienic, preventing any spillage. (Not recommended for UltraOne)
E 200: 5 s-bag® classic in a polybag

Part Number: 9000844804

E 200B: 5 s-bag® classic in a box

Part Number: 9000844812
s-bag® classic

s-bag® classic long performance: Up to 50% longer life!
s-bag® classic long performance is a synthetic bag with innovative folding which lasts up to 50%
longer than a traditional paper bag. When a traditional bag is over half full, your cleaning efﬁciency
will soon be reduced. Not so with our generation of synthetic dust bags. This bag is specially designed to provide long-lasting vacuum cleaning performance up to the moment the dust bag is full
and ready for disposal. s-bag® classic long performance is TÜV certiﬁed.
E 201: 4 s-bag® classic long performance in a polybag

Part Number: 9002560572

E 201B: 4 s-bag® classic long performance in a box

Part Number: 9002560598

s-bag® classic long
performance

s-bag® GREEN: 100% natural from renewable sources, 100% performance!
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s-bag GREEN is biodegradable made of corn starch, natural rubber and recycled cardboard.
s-bag® GREEN ensures superior performance from the vacuum cleaner, while the environmental
impact is signiﬁcantly reduced and much smaller than that of a usual dust bag. 42% less non renewable energy is being used in the production of the s-bag® GREEN and the amount of greenhouse
gases generated is 32% lower. The GREEN range contains of a Starter Kit GREEN, a Single Pack
GREEN, the s-ﬁlter® GREEN and the s-fresh™ GREEN. s-bag® GREEN is TÜV certiﬁed.
s-bag® GREEN

s-bag® anti-odour: Ideal for pet owners!
s-bag® anti-odour is a unique dust bag that effectively neutralises unpleasant smells that develop
inside the vacuum cleaner. If you own a pet, you will appreciate this unique smell-buster. In addition
to the synthetic material, which does not absorb moisture as paper does, it contains an odour absorbing agent in the form of a wax sprayed on the entire surface of the s-bag® anti-odour. This agent
absorbs the unpleasant smell and prevents it from escaping the bag.
Part Number: 9001660076

E 203B: 4 s-bag® anti-odour in a box

Part Number: 9001660068
s-bag® anti-odour

s-bag® hygiene anti-allergy: Ideal for allergy sufferers!
s-bag® hygiene anti-allergy is the top ﬁltration dust bag from Electrolux, ideal for allergy sufferers.
The bag is high grade synthetic, providing a ﬁltration level at hygiene E10, capturing and ﬁltering
small dust particles, pollen, dust mites, mite allergens, and cat allergens as small as 1 micron (that
is 15 times smaller than the diameter of a human hair). Although the ﬁltration capacity is improved
the clogging performance is maintained, thanks to the ﬁne ﬁbre distribution in the material. The sbag® hygiene anti-allergy has been awarded with the ECARF seal of quality and is TÜV certiﬁed.
E 206: 4 s-bag® hygiene anti-allergy in a polybag

Part Number: 9001660340

E 206B: 4 s-bag® hygiene anti-allergy in a box

Part Number: 9001660357
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Part Number: 9001664557

E 203: 4 s-bag® anti-odour in a polybag
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s-bag® hygiene anti-allergy
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electrolux s-bag®

s-bag® ultra long performance: Top cleaning results!
s-bag® ultra long performance is a new high performance synthetic dust bag providing your cleaner
with extreme suction power during the entire lifetime of the bag. With its optimal capacity of 5 litres,
amazingly this dust bag can be used up to 80 % longer than a normal paper dust bag. Thanks to
excellent ﬁltration in the multi-layer material even the very ﬁnest dust will be captured and you will
have clean air in your home. Choose s-bag® ultra long performance for optimum cleaning performance from your vacuum cleaner.
E 210: 3 s-bag® ultra long performance in a polybag

Part Number: 9001660084

E 210B: 3 s-bag® ultra long performance in a box

Part Number: 9001660092

s-bag® ultra long performance

s-bag® MEGA PACKS
Pack of s-bag® in one MEGA PACK
E 200M: 15 s-bag® classic

Part Number: 9001967695

E 201M: 12 s-bag® classic long performance

Part Number: 9002560994

UMP 1: 8 s-bag® ultra long performance for UltraOne

Part Number: 9001660498

UMP 3: 16 s-bag® classic long performance for UltraSilencer

Part Number: 9001661546
s-bag® MEGA PACK

STARTER KITS
Starter kit is specially designed to refresh and maintain your vacuum cleaner. The starter kits
contains s-bag®, ﬁlters, and air fresheners.
USK 1: UltraOne Starter Kit

Part Number: 9001670919

USK 3: UltraSilencer Starter Kit

Part Number: 9001661520

USK 6: UltraActive/Ultra Performer Starter Kit

Part Number: 9001668657

USK 9: UltraSilencer Starter Kit

Part Number: 9001670927

USK 10: UltraCaptic Starter Kit

Part Number: 9001670935

GSK 1: Starter Kit GREEN

Part Number: 9001664680

STARTER KITS

s-fresh™: The scent of truly clean and fresh home!
The s-freshTM is scented granules designed to be used together with your vacuum cleaner, regardless of brand or size. It is easy to use: simply open the bag, roll out the small granules on the ﬂoor
and vacuum them up. Once lodged in the dust bag, they spread a delicate but distinctly clean scent
throughout your home every time you vacuum. s-freshTM, available in blossom, lemon and pine
scent, leaves a gentle perfume making the home smell clean and fresh.
ZE 210: 4 s-fresh™ Blossom

Part Number: 9001952408

ZE 211: 4 s-fresh™ Lemon

Part Number: 9002568211

ZE 212: 4 s-fresh™ GREEN Pine

Part Number: 9001665075

s-fresh™
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Change filters
regularly for
a healthy home

O2 ﬁlter system

TM

electrolux s-ﬁlter®

Breathe healthier air and make
your home cleaner than ever!
Do you know that the air in your home is polluted? Air pollution increases the occurrence of asthma attacks,
bronchitis, heart attacks and other chronic pulmonary and cardiovascular diseases. It’s therefore important to
minimise particle release.
For a healthier home
Particles vacuumed by your cleaner are efﬁciently ﬁltered and
retained by the ﬁlter. Maintaining a dust-free environment will
enable everyone in your family to breathe easier and feel better.
This is especially important for people who already have allergy
problems, and it will prevent others from getting them. Clean air
is an important step towards a healthier life for the whole family.
The hygiene ﬁlter E12 can capture harmful particles like pollen,
mould spores, dust mite faeces and allergens. By purifying the
air leaving the vacuum cleaner, it reduces the risk of allergic
reactions.

s-ﬁlter® H13 washable - a standard HEPA 13 ﬁlter
for Electrolux vacuum cleaners
Electrolux s-ﬁlter® is a HEPA 13 ﬁlter that ﬁlters small particle
sizes extremely well. The ﬁlter media is made of tightly structured, very thin glass ﬁbres, which boosts the ﬁltration mechanism especially for small particles. Clean your s-ﬁlter® under
lukewarm water, do not use any detergent or touch the ﬁlter
surface. After rinsing let it dry for at least 120 min.
s-ﬁlter® - easy to remember!

The HEPA 13 ﬁlter has the highest level of ﬁltration offered in the
Electrolux range. A HEPA 13 ﬁlter captures even smaller particles than hygiene ﬁlter E12.

A brief comparison between different levels
of ﬁltration
Imagine that 10.000 small particles (cigarette smoke size)
are vacuumed
• For E12 only 50 particles are allowed to penetrate the ﬁlter
• For HEPA 13 only 5 particles are allowed to penetrate the ﬁlter

What is a HEPA ﬁlter?
HEPA ﬁlter stands for High Efﬁciency Particulate Air, which
today is widely used by producers of microchips, NASA
and surgery theatres in hospitals. Electrolux HEPA ﬁlters
capture small particle sizes very well. They are made of tightly
structured very thin glass ﬁbres, which improve the ﬁltration
mechanism especially for small particles.

Electrolux offers 2 levels of ﬁltration:

Reference: EFH 12
1 non washable hygiene ﬁlter E12
PNC: 900 195 412/3

Reference: EFH 12W
1 washable hygiene ﬁlter E12
PNC: 900 195 119/4

Reference: EFH 13W
1 washable HEPA 13 s-ﬁlter®
PNC: 900 256 405/3

Reference: EFHG 12W
1 washable GREEN
hygiene ﬁlter E12
PNC: 900 166 508/3
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Top performance nozzles
Boost the performance of your vacuum cleaner!
According to your needs, you will ﬁnd a wide range of nozzles going from the
basic hard ﬂoor nozzle right up to the slimmest nozzle on the market. Most of the
Electrolux nozzles are designed to ﬁt the majority of Electrolux cleaners whose tube
diameter is 32, 35 or oval 36mm, equipped with a parking clip.

SpeedyClean™

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

Innovative nozzle for hard and soft ﬂoors!
The most ﬂexible, slimmest nozzle on the market and it is based on unique patented technology. It
perfectly cleans both hard and soft ﬂoors with no need to reset between surfaces. SpeedyClean™ is
extremely easy to manoeuvre and because it is as low as a golf ball – only 44mm – it reaches under
very low furniture.
Reference: ZE 065

Part Number: 9001661421

DustMagnet™

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

Great for hard ﬂoors & carpets!
Nozzle designed with an adjustable brush to perform on all surfaces. The brush function helps you to
clean deep down in ﬂoor crevices and to refresh and comb the carpet. The nozzle has a combined
front and side suction for visibly efﬁcient cleaning.

Reference: ZE 062

Part Number: 9002567254

TurboBrush

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

For even cleaner carpets!
The rotating brush on the Turbo Brush is specially designed to remove even the most deeply
embedded dirt. Extremely powerful turbine driven and clever brushes that reach deep into the
carpet. It achieves a gentle brushing action that does not destroy your rug.

Reference: ZE 013.1

Part Number: 9001661314

SilentParketto

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

The perfect brush for hard ﬂoors!
Extra soft and silent – made from 100% natural hair for gentle cleaning of hard ﬂoors. This nozzle
is designed to perform on all surfaces with no adjustments needed. It is extra wide for maximum
performance.

Reference: ZE 061.1

Part Number: 9001661322
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Combi Brush

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

A two-in-one top brush!
Its 2 positions make it adaptable and help you to clean both hard ﬂoors and carpets. It comes
equipped with 2 extra plush plates for efﬁcient picking-up of hairs and ﬁbres. This completely
removable nozzle is easy to clean.

Reference: ZE 018

Part Number: 9001955005

Top Floor Nozzle with wheels

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

A combination nozzle with metallic plates.
A combination nozzle optimised for both hard ﬂoors and carpets thanks to its pedal. The brush
position protects delicate ﬂoors from scratching and ensure also deep cleaning on wooden
ﬂoors. Two plush plates makes it easier to pick up hair. High quality nozzle with metallic plates
and wheels.
Reference: ZE 010

Part Number: 9000846783

Basic Floor Nozzle with wheels

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

A combination nozzle with plastic plates.
Optimised nozzle with pedal, for both hard ﬂoors and carpets. Two plush plates and air intake
over the entire nozzle ensure maximum intake.

Reference: ZE 011

Part Number: 9000846791

electrolux accessories

Small combination nozzles
The small combination nozzles are the perfect accessories for cleaning a wide
variety of small surfaces, from bookshelves to sofas, or for hard-to-reach areas, or
to remove pet hair. All Electrolux original nozzles are equipped with a parking clip.
This allows you to rest your cleaner in convenient and comfortable position during
cleaning. Additionally the parking clip enables compact storage of the cleaner.

3-in-1 multi tool

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

With multi function!
With amazingly three functions in one this is the perfect tool for cleaning upholstery as well as hard
surfaces and narrow spaces. The mini crevice is perfect when cleaning textile furniture such as
sofas.

Reference: ZE 063

Part Number: 9001660829

Mini Combi Brush

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

A 2-in-1 brush for quick cleaning of small surfaces!
This small nozzle can be used as a dusting brush on one side, and as a crevice nozzle on the other
making it perfect for ulphostery and hard surfaces.

Reference: ZE 030N

Part Number: 9001956540

Textile Turbo

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

For horizontal and vertical cleaning!
This nozzle is ideal for removing difﬁcult pet hair and ﬁbres from furniture. It gives perfect results for
deep cleaning of even thicker carpets. The multi directional cleaning enables horizontal and vertical
cleaning. Perfect for carpets, upholstery, stairs, pillows, car interiors and more.

Reference: ZE 060.1

Part Number: 9001661330
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Top performance AeroPro nozzles
Perfect ﬁt for maximum performance!
Each AeroPro nozzle has an AeroPro Ø 36mm oval connection and is
designed to fit perfectly with the top performance Electrolux vaccum cleaners.
The interlocking system ensures maximum suction power without leakage and
assists the convencient changing of nozzle.

AeroPro™ Combi

Ø AeroPro oval 36 mm (adapter)

Excellent for all ﬂoor types!
The innovative nozzle allows for easy cleaning and manoeuvrability. The unique design of soft
transparent wheels reduce the noise levels and increases the smoothness and manoeuvrability.
The side angled brushes enables you to reach into corners whilst retaining maximum dirt pick up
and performance.The pedal allows smooth control for different sufaces. And the Protective front
rubber bumper provides with extended silence and protect your walls from scratches.
Reference: ZE 064

Part Number: 9001667527

AeroPro™ Silent

Ø AeroPro oval 36 mm (adapter)

Powerful cleaning at a lower noise level!
Efﬁcient silent ﬂoor nozzle aerodynamically designed to ensure continous powerful suction for
outstanding cleaning performance. The nozzle is optimized for powerful cleaning of different
surfaces.
Sharper edges for better dust pick-up and lower noise on carpet.
Reference: ZE 057

Part Number: 9001671297

AeroPro™ Extreme

Ø AeroPro oval 36 mm (adapter)

For powerful cleaning!
This nozzle is specially designed for powerful cleaning of different surfaces, with edges
developed for better dust pick-up.

Reference: ZE 058

Part Number: 9001671719

AeroPro™ Turbo Brush

Ø AeroPro oval 36 mm (adapter)

For even cleaner carpets!
The rotating brush on the Turbo Brush is specially designed to remove even the most deeply
embedded dirt. Extremely powerful turbine driven and clever brushes that reach deep into the
carpet. It achieves a gentle brushing action that does not destroy your rug.
Compatible with UltraOne, NEW UltraSilencer and UltraActive!
Reference: ZE 014

Part Number: 9001969451
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AeroPro™ Silent Parketto

Ø AeroPro oval 36 mm (adapter)

For hard ﬂoors!
Soft and silent nozzle for gentle cleaning of hard ﬂoors. The nozzle has a robust design to perform
on all surfaces with no adjustments. It is extra wide for maximum performance.
Compatible with UltraOne, NEW UltraSilencer and UltraActive!

Reference: ZE 066

Part Number: 9001662106

Small combination AeroPro nozzles
3-in-1 AeroPro™

Ø AeroPro oval 36 mm (adapter)

Great for all surfaces!
This nozzle is the perfect tool for cleaning upholstery as well as hard surfaces such as bookshelves
or tables and narrow spaces such as behind radiators. The mini crevice is perfect when cleaning
textile furniture such as sofas.

Reference: ZE 067

Part Number: 9001670745

Mini Turbo Brush
photo to be updated

Ø AeroPro oval 36 mm (adapter))

Air driven mini turbo brush ideal for removing difﬁcult dust from furniture and clothes.

Reference: ZE 075

Part Number: 9001672949

Adapter

Ø AeroPro oval 36 and 32mm (adapter)

Adapter for 36 mm AeroPro, to ﬁt 32 mm connection
This adapter is specially designed to allow owners of ELECTROLUX vacuum cleaners with
AeroPro™ or Max-In oval 36 mm diameter tube to connect all 32 mm diameter ELECTROLUX
accessories such as the SpeedyClean, DustMagnet, AnimalKit, AutoKit, the 3 in 1 nozzle, the
TextileTurbo nozzle...
The adapter can be used with ELECTROLUX vacuums cleaners Twin Clean, Oxy3System,
Oxygen+, UltraOne, UltraActive, new UltraSilencer, UltraOneMini and UltraPerformer.
Reference: ZE 050

Part Number: 9001967166
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Nozzles for Max-In cleaners
The cleaners in the Twin clean, Oxy3system and Oxygen+ series have been equipped
with an innovative connection (Max-In oval 36 mm) which allows a better airﬂow. The
following accessories will ﬁt these cleaners perfectly and the adapter will enable you to
use any other 32 mm accessories.

Parketto Nozzle

Ø Max-In oval 36 mm

An extra large brush for hard ﬂoors!
This 36 cm wide nozzle will ensure a fast and perfect cleaning of tiles, wooden ﬂoor, linoleum,
marble, etc.

Reference: ZE 016

Part Number: 9001969923

Active Pick-up System

Ø Max-In oval 36 mm

Adapts automatically to different ﬂoor types!
This innovative nozzle offers an instantly visible dust pick up: one stroke is enough. Thanks to the
automatic adjustment between carpets and hard ﬂoor and improved suction, it gives the best
performance on all kind of ﬂoors. Its low height offers a better accessibility and its low weight makes
handling easy.
Reference: ZE 019

Part Number: 9001966267
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Innovative accessories
It is not easy to dust on top of high cupboards, between the keys of your computer, or
plants. Electrolux has designed a selection of innovative accessories to cater for your
every need. Whether you want to clean your car, are a pet-lover, or are ﬁghting allergies,
you will ﬁnd the right attachment to easily keep your home free of dust. These kits can
be adapted to any vacuum cleaner with diameter 32 mm (and often 35 mm as well)
except those with infra-red system.

Auto Kit

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

Ideal for car cleaning!
No need of an industrial vacuum cleaner to clean the car, just use this car kit for a thorough
cleaning.
The kit contains 4 very useful tools for perfect results:
1 microﬁbre cloth – for perfect cleaning of plastic parts and windscreens
1 mini textile turbo – to remove difﬁcult ﬁbres from car seats with vertical and horizontal cleaning
1 ﬂat crevice and long crevice nozzle – for efﬁcient cleaning in conﬁned and hard to reach places
such as underneath and in between car seats
Reference: KIT 09

Part Number: 9001661876

Animal Kit

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

For animal lovers!
This animal kit is ideal to clean all kind of covering: carpets, curtains, upholstery and parquets,
linoleum, tiled ﬂoor.
It consists of 2 convenient and efﬁcient accessories :
1 wide crevice nozzle - to remove pet hairs from curtains, stairs & conﬁned spaces
1 plush plate brush - for highly efﬁcient removal of pet hairs from upholstery
Reference: KIT 03B

Part Number: 9001664524

Easy Clean

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

Ideal for a quick dusting and convenient in house cleaning!
Dusting was never so easy as with the Easy Clean. The rotating duster attachment uses static
electricity to attract and then vacuum up the dust. When the valve is open, air ﬂows into the
transparent container. The Easy Clean rotates and gets charged with static electricity - which
improves the dust pick-up performance. It quickly gets cleaned and ready for use. The Easy Clean
is made of long, very soft bristles and is especially useful for dusting hard-to-reach places and fragile
objects like ﬁxtures, plants, porcelain, computers, etc. Does not ﬁt cleaners with infra-red system.
Reference: KIT 04N

Part Number: 9001956573
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Hobby Nozzle

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

Ideal to avoid dust while drilling!
Few activities create more dust and debris than drilling. But insert the drill through this nozzle and
the dust is immediately sucked up into the cleaner. The Hobby nozzle will adhere automatically to
the surface thanks to the suction power of the cleaner.

Reference: ZE 032

Part Number: 9001956607

Heavy Duty Separator

Ø 32/35 mm (adapter)

Perfect for outdoor & garage cleaning!
When vacuuming sawdust or other larger particles, you may want to use this conical plastic
container. It captures big dust particles and prevents them from entering the vacuum cleaner itself.
Because it’s transparent, it’s also easy to see when emptying is needed. Does not ﬁt cleaners with
infra-red system.

Reference: ZE 001N

Part Number: 9001956508

Tool Caddy

Ø 32 mm (adapter)

Everything at hand!
This convenient container ﬁts onto the bent end piece and holds
dusting brush, crevice nozzle and upholstery nozzle.

Reference: ZE 031

Part Number: 9000846981

BIGDIRT™ Separator

Fits most vacuum cleaners

For rough cleaning!
BIGDIRT Separator allows you to vacuum cold ashes in your ﬁreplace, grills, liquids (less than 5L,
not hazardous or ﬂammable ones) and other wet substances, as well as soil, glass shards, bits of
stone, and cement dust. You can even clear ﬂoor drains of minor obstructions and defrost your
freezer or clean your car. As it is corrosion treated, it is easy to clean. BIGDIRT ﬁts most vacuum
cleaners.
Capacity: 20L for solids, 5L for liquids.
Extra foam ﬁlter available, reference EF122.
Reference: ZE 003

Part Number: 9001670661

BIGDIRT™ Accessory
2 replacement washable polyuretan foam ﬁlters for
BIGDIRT™
Reference: EF122

Part Number: 9001671198

electrolux accessories

Innovative accessories - for speciﬁc cleaners
CarKit for New Rapido & Ergorapido
Special kit for cleaning the car with New Rapido and Ergorapido cleaner. This kit is perfect for
narrow and hard to reach spaces as well for more delicate surfaces.
1 hose - for narrow & hard to reach spaces. The swivel functions in both ends ensure ease of use.
1 crevice nozzle - for hard to reach places.
1 pet nozzle - designed for maximum pickup of hair and ﬁbers, ideal for use on soft fabric surfaces.
1 snap on bristle brush: soft bristles made to care for more delicate surfaces.
1 ErgoRapido adapter - ensures you can use the kit also for the new generation of ErgoRapido.
Reference: KIT 10

Part Number: 9001671685

Pet nozzle for New Rapido & Ergorapido
The pet nozzle is designed for maximum pickup of hair and ﬁbers and the shape makes it ideal for
use on soft fabric surfaces. The nozzle can be used with the new generation Rapido with or without
the hose. If you want to use them with new generation ErgoRapido just add the ErgoRapido
adapter to the equation.

Reference: ZE 069

Part Number: 9001671693

Feather duster for dust & gone
Replacement feather duster - the always clean duster!
For:
JetMaxx dust & gone
Super Cyclone dust & gone

Reference: ZE 068

Part Number: 9001670786
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Hoses
Different hoses are available either to replace the existing one. These hoses
ﬁt the majority of Electrolux cleaners whose hose diameter is 32 mm.

Hose - Bayonette Connection

Ø 32 mm

Genuine hose with bayonette connection for Electrolux vacuum
cleaners
Fits LITE Series, 300 & 350 series, 2000 series and Turbomatic

Reference: ZE 020

Part Number: 9000846858

Hose - Snap-in Connection

Ø 32 mm

Genuine hose with snap-in connection for Electrolux vacuum
cleaners
Fits Clario, Cyclone Power Z58xx, Dolphin, Excellio, Harmony,
Ingenio, Laser, Oxygen series, 4X4

Reference: ZE 021

Part Number: 9000846932

Hose - Swivel top Connection
Genuine hose with swivel top connection for Electrolux vacuum
cleaners
Fits Mondo Z 11... series

Reference: ZE 022

Part Number: 9000846940

Ø 32 mm
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Tubes
Different tubes are available either to replace the existing one, to upgrade your cleaner
or to obtain a more comfortable position by extending the tube. These tubes ﬁt the
majority of Electrolux cleaners whose tube diameter is 32 mm.

Telescopic Tube - steel

Ø 32 mm

Adjusting to the desired length, making back for a gentle work.
Length: 54,5 - 84,5 cm

Reference: ZE 040

Part Number: 9000846957

Straight Tubes - plastic
Simple plug-in plastic tubes, that are robust and light.
Length: 45,5 - 87,0 cm

Reference: ZE 042

Part Number: 9000846973

Ø 32 mm
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